
History 

The biggest challenge for Cabecar who come to faith in Jesus Christ is to completely break 

with the superstitions and taboos that govern their lives. These strong traditions include 

many sacrifices and rituals built around their main god, Sibo (See-boo). Although the 

Cabecar people are deeply spiritual, there is tremendous fear and spiritual blindness. They 

are oppressed and “beat down” by their religious beliefs. According to a missionary in the 

region, many of the Cabecar who attend a Christian church have not had a true “revelation” 

of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. They are exposed to the Light, but still live in great 

darkness. Perhaps the same could be said of many people in American churches. 

 

Animism 

Cabecar is an animistic culture. The chief characteristic of animism is the belief that 

everything has a "soul" or “spirit” (anima in Latin)... including animals, plants, rocks, 

mountains, rivers, stars and the souls of the dead (ancestors). Each "anima" has spiritual 

power and these spirits can be controlled or manipulated to either help or hurt a person. 

 

Secular culture and animistic culture are at opposite ends of the philosophy spectrum.  

Secularism gives little thought to spiritual things. Animism believes that everything has a 

spiritual component.  

 

God  

Cabecar believe in a supreme creator god named Sibo (See-boo), who reveals himself to all 

groups of people and gives them laws to follow. They believe Sibo walked among their first 

ancestors and taught them their specific laws to follow. However Sibo is not a personal god 

that anyone can know. There are also other gods and celestial beings, as well as ancestors.  

They are all to be feared. Sibo is the creator god of the Cabecar. Some Cabecar who have 

learned about Christianity insist that Sibo is the same person as the Lord Jesus Christ. 

Nothing could be farther from the truth!  

The Lord Jesus Christ, revealed in the Bible as recorded by reliable witnesses, lived as a 

man, performed many miracles, was crucified, resurrected, and ascended to the right hand 

of God the Father. He is not like any of the gods of the Cabecar who resemble the Roman 

gods of Greek mythology, often possessing the very worst elements of fallen human nature. 

 

Creation  

The Cabecar believe everything in creation is a shadow or reflection of something else in 

another plane of reality. A rock, tree, animal or bug to them may represent a power, 

another animal or person, or a celestial spirit or being. For example: venomous snakes are 

the arrows of Sibo’s relative; the wind is the owner of the animals; the sea is a woman; and 

the “sacred stones” used by awapas (shamans) are Sibo’s sister. 

 

The name of the Cocles River in the Cabecar territory means “staff of the shaman.”  The 

trees they make the shaman’s staffs from grow at the start of this river. They are not 

allowed to touch that kind of tree. Another branch of the river is called SiakoLdi named after 

some “sacred stones” in the river they cannot touch. 

 

The Cabecar believe that Sibo created everything, but to make soil he had to experiment 

and use deceit. According to tradition, there were tapirs on another planet. Sibo ordered a 

bat to go suck some of a fat female tapir’s blood and bring it back to earth. When the bat 

returned, it defecated and made soil. Then Sibo planted his corn seeds (which indigenous 

people came from) and trees. The animals were creatures from other places. To them, all 

created things may not be what they appear to be. Spirits can take the form of animals or 

plants. Fear plays a major role in the lives of the Cabecar. The source of fear is the belief 

that worlds of the seen and the unseen (spirits) are interconnected. Extreme care is taken 



to maintain the harmony between the two worlds. Since all created things are connected, a 

simple act like eating a fruit from the wrong tree or touching a certain kind rock may bring 

disaster. 

 

People  

Sibo created the indigenous peoples out of different colors of corn seeds (black, white, 

yellow and purple) from a faraway place called “The Place of Destiny.” Because of the many 

colors, there are different colors of indigenous peoples. He created them at night, so awapas 

(shamans) perform their religious ceremonies at night time. Since the indigenous people are 

corn, they are food for any celestial beings that manifests themselves as crabs, hawks and 

other animals. Sibo divided the indigenous people into clans, each with their own specific 

function. Some are the owners of a certain kind of tree, animal, star, moon, or strong drink. 

White people are made out of the “leaf-cutter ants” that are always busy tearing up the 

ground around them and taking resources away. They were created in the daytime. They 

believe the white people are intelligent and hold important jobs. They believe white people 

have their ultimate origin in an immortal being, a relative of Sibo. The indigenous people 

have their origin in Sibo’s corn seeds so they are his “things,” not his relatives. The 

indigenous people were made to care for the land, plants and animals given to them by 

Sibo. 

 

Religious Leaders  

The main leader is called an awapa or shaman (witch doctor). A shaman performs spirit-

manipulating ceremonies for the good of the tribe. The other leaders are called bikakla, 

stsokol, and okum. They officiate the ceremonies when a person dies. 

 

Shamans in a trance believe they can travel to distant places and bring harm to an enemy. 

They also believe they can travel to the spirit world, find information, or retrieve lost souls. 

 

Purpose in Life  

A Cabecar’s purpose in life is to take care of Sibo’s animals and plants, and obey his rules. 

People are expected to spend their time doing good deeds to animals and good deeds to 

neighbors. The “clan life” is the most important thing because an individual has meaning 

only in the context of a community. Individual decisions (such as spiritual ones - like a 

personal decision to follow Christ) happen, but in general, decisions are made as part of a 

group. While Americans tend to be individualistic, Cabecar are communal as a culture. 

That’s why it’s important to emphasize being part of “the community of believers” when you 

talk to a Cabecar about following Jesus. Major rituals in life are at birth, puberty and death. 

In a world full of spirits, omens and spells, life is very insecure. People spend their time 

seeking to appease the gods, the spirits and the ancestors with offerings or bribes. 

 

Sin  

Sin consists mostly of mistreating Sibo’s gifts to people - the animals. When an animal is 

killed to eat, none of it can be wasted. Even the head is given to the family pets for food. It 

is a sin to leave an animal wounded… you must kill it quickly. However, there is not much 

concept of personal moral wrongs. Drunkenness and sexual immorality are common. The 

Cabecar make a “banana mash” for drinking. Because it has such low alcohol content, they 

must consume large quantities of it to actually become drunk. This results in frequent 

vomiting during long bouts of drunkenness. The Cabecar believe that Sibo supports 

drunkenness and sexual promiscuity, so it’s not really a concern to them.  

 

Afterlife  

Cabecar believe that humans possess souls that have life apart from human bodies before 

and after death. When a person dies, the family kills chickens, cooks heart of palm, and 



drinks chocolate. These animals and foods turn into persons to accompany and protect the 

deceased on his soul’s journey. Many devils and spirits wait to attack him along the way to 

the “Place of the Dog.” Once they reach the dog, the companions cannot go any further. 

From here they believe in two destinies after death. It all depends on whether or not a 

person did what Sibo wanted.  

 

At death, if a person’s spirit is met by a celestial dog with a dry nose (indicating they were 

stingy or mean to dogs or neighbors) they go to a dry place and die. If the person is met by 

a celestial dog with a wet nose (meaning they were good to their dog and neighbors on the 

earth) they are provided sustaining water. In the hands of the dead, the clan would place 

one corn seed for everything that person had and did while alive. At the end of their soul’s 

good journey, the good person would turn these seeds over to a chief. The person’s dead 

relatives are waiting for them when they arrive. 

 

Medical Doctors  

The Cabecar people believe that anyone who suffers from a physical aliment can go to a 

medical doctor (government clinic). But for the sicknesses of the soul (craziness or dark 

shadows), only an awapa (shaman) can mediate. The awapas use sacred stones to heal 

people. They believe they work much like a telephone in talking to their god, Sibo. They 

believe all sicknesses are caused by spirits or curses of ancestors.   

 

The UsekLa clan is the most superior clan of the people (although they really no longer 

exist). They came from another planet. These beings can also bring illnesses to people. This 

clan was sent to perform rituals to protect the clans of indigenous people from illness and 

animals. Much of life is spent in fear of all the animals and spirits that plague them. The 

UsekLa were not supposed to intermarry with the people of the land. But they did and Sibo 

wiped all of them out except for one lady and her offspring. No one can see them or visit 

them except men from one special clan of indigenous people. The UsekLa protect the sacred 

healing stones. 

 

Other Religions  

The Cabecar believe that God has revealed himself to all peoples in history. Just as Sibo 

revealed his laws to the Cabecar people, he reveals laws to different people everywhere. All 

revelations are important and equally to be told and respected. 
 


